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The death of a loved one is a difficult and emotional time. 
There is often a lot to organise and it can be hard to know 
where to start. We take the time to understand your needs 

and wishes and we guide you through the whole process. 

We’ve been helping families to arrange tailored, personal 
funerals for their loved ones for over 60 years. As independent 
funeral directors, we focus on making each funeral special 
and specific to each client. We start the journey with you 
and continue throughout the planning process, guiding you 
and providing all of the information that you need to make 
decisions. We’re there when you need us: 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week. We can organise every element of the funeral, 
from the announcements, transportation and ceremony to the 
arrangement of obituaries and memorials.

And, of course, we’re there on the day, bringing everything 
together and ensuring that the whole day goes to plan. 
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CHILTERN OAK
Built using high quality Oak Veneer 
and trimmed with single mouldings. 

(Shown fitted with Fleur handles
and bell tops).

CHILTERN OAK, dark stained
Built using high quality Oak veneer 
with a dark stain and trimmed with 
single mouldings. 

(Shown fitted with No. 12 ring handles
and bell tops).

CHILTERN OAK,
double moulded, raised lid
Built using high quality Oak veneer 
with raised lid and trimmed with 
double mouldings. 

(Shown fitted with Shell handles
and wreath holders).

BRINKLEY OAK
Built using high quality Oak veneer 
with routed panels, a raised lid and 
trimmed with double mouldings. 

(Shown fitted with Oscar bar handles, 
T-ends and wreath holders).
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VENEER COFFINS

£351.00

£364.00

£416.00

£448.00



WINDSOR OAK, triple moulded
Built using high quality solid Oak and 
trimmed with triple mouldings

(Shown fitted with 305 solid brass 
handles and wreath holders).

WINDSOR UTILE, single moulded
Built using high quality solid Utile and 
trimmed with single mouldings 

(Shown fitted with Fleur handles).

CAVENDISH OAK
double moulded, raised lid
Built using high quality solid Oak 
with routed panels, a raised lid and 
trimmed with double mouldings. 
Hinged lid optional

(Shown fitted with No.3 bar handles, 
T-ends and wooden buttons).

CAMBRIDGE OAK
Built using high quality solid Oak 
with raised panels, a raised lid and 
trimmed with triple mouldings. 
Hinged lid optional

(Shown fitted with No.3 bar handles, 
T-ends and wreath holders).
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SOLID COFFINS

£938.00

£884.00

£1,026.00

£1,176.00
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PINE
Built using Scandinavian Redwood 
and trimmed with single mouldings.

(Shown fitted with rope handles).

NATURAL LEGACY
Made in Yorkshire using 100% pure new wool, 
supported on a strong 100% recycled cardboard 
frame. Wool is a fibre with a true “green” lineage 
that is both sustainable and biodegradable. The 
interior is generously lined with organic cotton 
while the exterior is finished with a beautiful 
blanket stitch detail, jute handles and simple 
wooden toggle fastenings.

BAMBOO
Meticulously handmade using fine strips of 
dried bamboo. The bamboo weave is interlaced 
to form an attractive wicker matt that is then 
woven around a strong natural frame. Available 
in two differing shapes, curved end (rounded) 
and traditional shape (square) each tapering 
from end to end. Both styles come in a range 
of finished sizes with natural rope handles and 
fully fitted with natural linings, pillow 
and covers.

BANANA LEAF
Yarns of golden leaf from the banana plant are 
twisted and woven into two dexterous shapes 
to form this soft and comforting range. This 
natural renewable is environmentally friendly. 
The coffins are available in two differing 
shapes, curved end (rounded) and traditional 
shape (square) each tapering from end to end. 
Natural rope handles and fully fitted with 
natural linings, pillow and covers.

SOLID COFFINS

NATURAL WOVEN COFFINS

£647.00

£658.00

£508.00

£508.00
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SEAGRASS
Seagrass is highly renewable and, 
once spun into a strong yarn, is woven 
into this beautiful, curve ended coffin. 
Supplied with a fitted natural cotton 
lining and rope handles.

NATURAL WOVEN COFFINS

WILLOW
Traditional coffin in weatherbeaten 
gold willow, featuring natural hemp 
rope handles.

SOMERSET WILLOW
Traditional coffin in buff willow, with 
yellow bands and featuring yellow 
woven willow handles.

WILLOW COFFINS

SOMERSET WILLOW 
This curved end willow coffin is 
shown in a weatherbeaten gold finish, 
inlaid with hand-dyed purple bands 
and woven purple handles.

£508.00

£616.00

£901.00

£901.00



WHITE BLUE

TIGER PRINT

BOWLS
Cardboard

MOTORCYCLES

LILLIES
Cardboard

SEASIDE SUNSET
Cardboard

BROWN ECONOMY
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CONTEMPORARY COFFINS

POPPY FIELD
Cardboard

ROSES
Cardboard

These are just a few examples of the designs available.

£392.00 £396.00

Stock Designs available from £606.00

Stock Designs available from £553.00

Stock Designs available from £553.00

Stock Designs available from £553.00



HERTFORD
Veneered Oak

NORFOLK
Solid Utile

SURREY
Solid Oak

ESSEX
Solid Oak
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CREMATED REMAINS URNS

SEAGRASS

WILLOW

BAMBOO

ROUND WILLOW

These are just a few examples of the designs available.

NORFOLK
Solid Oak

VAULT
Solid Oak

£78.00

£62.00

£91.00

£73.00

£62.00

£78.00

£71.00

£89.00

£73.00

£67.00



URNS & SCATTER TUBES

PLASTIC URN

BANBURY BRASS

GLOUCESTER PEWTER

BRONZE ON ALUMINIUM URN

DEVON GOLD

ALTHORP RED
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These are just a few examples of the designs available.
From £40.00

From £188.00

From £27.00

From £188.00



HANDLES

HANDLE I  (Plastic)

HANDLE III  (Plastic)

FLEUR  (Plastic)

HANDLE VII  (Metal)

HANDLE II  (Plastic)

HANDLE IV  (Plastic)

SAXON RING (Plastic)

HANDLE VIII  (Metal)
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W. A. Deacon Funeral Services
3 Norman Way

High Street
Lavenham
Sudbury
Suffolk
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